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GCS Renewable Energy

Sustainable solutions for the  
next generation of power 
A tangible expression of Aviva’s net zero commitments, Global Corporate & Specialty (GCS)  
has expanded their appetite to deliver focused Corporate Risk expertise directly to commercial  
and corporate businesses in the renewable energy sector. Backed by a dedicated insurance 
partnership with renewable energy producers in the Canadian marketplace, our Corporate Risk  
team is empowered to consider and underwrite broker submissions for power generation risks.
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GCS Renewable Energy
A sustained commitment to net zero

  Determined to ensure a better tomorrow, GCS is consciously 
supporting the carbon reduction effort. Our Risk Consultants 
are dedicated to help our clients balance energy use and 
production in the effort to achieve both Canada’s and the 
globe’s climate targets.

Who is eligible for GCS Renewable Energy solutions?

  Large corporate entities engaged in energy capture, 
production, and storage through:

 › Wind
 › Solar
 › Battery storage systems
 › Geothermal
 › Cogeneration
 › Hydroelectric
 › Biomass/biofuel

Coverages available

 › Property
 › Casualty
 › Equipment breakdown

GCS Renewable Energy – capabilities

 › Sector-focused, in-depth knowledge and expertise 
 › Local authority/decision makers 
 › Deliver sector-focused underwriting 
 › Dedicated actuarial, claims and risk management services 
 › Product offering that includes the ability to insure and/or 

participate on Primary, Self-insured Retentions, Excess, 
Fronted, Captives and Umbrella policies 

Building sustainable partnerships

  We foster best-in-class client, broker, and insurer relationships 
demonstrating, with every interaction, the highest level 
of customer knowledge and account understanding. Our 
stewardship is the unparalleled professionalism that GCS 
brings to each partnership.

It takes Aviva

 › Aviva’s AA-S&P Rating and positive outlook for the future 
provide confidence in our ability to fulfill our commitments 

 › At the core of our offering is a prevention-first approach that 
combines technological innovation with risk management 
to focus on the specific needs of the clients. Our Risk 
Consultants provide GCS clients with forward-thinking 
strategies designed to identify and analyze exposures,  
reduce risk, and prevent claims from occurring 

 › Our tailor-made, client-centered approach throughout the 
entire claims process, ensures that GCS clients and brokers 
get the right support from the right people, every step of  
the way 

 › An industry-leading Defensible Claims philosophy supports, 
protects, and defends our clients when a claim that lacks 
supporting evidence is brought forward

 › Our Technical Underwriters, with their expertise in tailored 
deal structures and the capability to offer extensive coverage 
capacity, provide innovative, accounted, insurance solutions 
for a broad suite of corporate and commercial risks

 
To learn more about Renewable Energy solutions within  
Aviva’s Global Corporate & Specialty division,  
please contact your insurance broker.
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